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MOSCOW CONFERENCE

IMPRESSIONS FROM A CONFERENCE IN MOSCOW,
HEIGHTENED BY MEMORIES FROM MY FORMER
EXPERIENCE†

Horand K. Gutfeldt*

It was a tremendous privilege for me to be among the contributing
participants of the international conference “Swedenborg and the Russian
Tradition” Nov. 13-18, 1994 in Moscow.

Something in me is still trying to grasp more fully the unbelievable
changes that have taken place in this country and this city, and which are
still shaking it at the present time. Moscow was and partially still is the
center of a gigantic empire, several times the size of the United States.
What touched us as guests from abroad was the opportunity to witness
examples of a mental and spiritual reorientation of the people in Russia,
especially how this involved an elite group of academic leaders and
thinkers. The collapse of the dogmatic oppression of the past is leaving a
vacuum that initiates and stimulates a new searching for truth, and a
search for deeper meaning. Economically and spiritually, very much old
rubble has to be sorted out and overcome, leading to serious struggles in
all areas. Yet, if the present trend matures, I feel that there may be a
mission of the East towards a spiritual orientation of the future.

It may be surprising to Westerners that an awareness of carrying an
important spiritual tradition and message has accompanied the great
nation of Russia through the ages. Already in the late Middle Ages,
Moscow began to regard itself as the successor and bearer of the leading
culture and power, calling itself the “third Rome.”1 The Russian Orthodox
State Church early repudiated the leadership of Rome and the West and

† Rev. Dr. Horand K. Gutfeldt was among seven New Churchmen from Europe, Japan
and the United States who presented papers at the Moscow conference titled “Swedenborg and
the Russian Tradition” held in November 1994 at the Institute of Man of the Russian Academy
of Sciences.
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1 Encyclopedia Britannica 1968, vol. 19, p. 803 “About the middle of the 16th century,

Moscow's conception of itself as the Third Rome…began to take definite shape.”
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became fully independent, seeing itself as carrying the only right Christian
belief or orthodoxy. Sophia, Divine Wisdom, was always specifically wor-
shiped here with great mystical devotion. Later, Marxism and Leninism
saw themselves as a reformation to bring a new view of social justice,
pushing a modern pseudo-religious philosophy that was anticipated to
have a mission to the world. But this historic self-confidence of Bolshevism
has now become shattered. Hardly anyone now makes a devoted pilgrim-
age, as thousands did before, to view the embalmed body of Lenin in the
dark mausoleum on the Red Square. With a shudder, I remember looking
at the corpse during my own visit, recognizing a pale dethroned idol
surrounded with the glare of artificial light, as a demonic reminder of a
past epoch. The nation now needs an entirely new vision of calling and
leadership.

Our epoch-making conference was assembled not far from the center
of the city and seemed to carry the touch of a strange mark of Divine
destination. It met, of all places, at the Institute of Philosophy of the
Russian Academy of Sciences, which had been for generations a most
exclusive center of importance, dominated by only one doctrine. Under
Lenin, this had become the think tank of an oppressive view of a world
without spirit, where only what is material had validity, suffocating and
persecuting all contrary voices, and regarding humans as only an ad-
vanced species of animal. For instance, one of the leading theoreticians of
Marxism in the West, the Hungarian philosopher Georg Lukacs, whose
books had been translated into many languages all over the world, had
been admitted to work here only after a “thorough act of self-criticism,”
renouncing many of his own opinions that were in the slightest degree
deviating from the prevailing dogmas of the ruling clique.2

2 Encyclopedia of Philosophy Paul Edwards (ed.) (New York and London: Macmillan, 1967);
reprint 1972, vol. 5. Georg (Gyørgy) Lukacs became one of the leading theoreticians of Marxism
and “worked at the Institute of Philosophy of the Soviet Academy of Science from 1933 to 1954,
Returning to Hungary, he became a member of parliament and professor of aesthetics (later)
…minister for culture in the short-lived Imre Nagy government(in Hungary)” (p. 102). “Marx
meant, said Lukacs, that spirit had become thing and things were steeped in spirit, so that
history was a fabric of meanings-become-forces.” Lukacs’s book Geschichte und Klassenbewußtsein
(history and class-consciousness), the “censored masterpiece of communist thought, became
the classic text of Western Marxism as contrasted with Soviet orthodoxy” (p. 103).
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Here we were now involved with the present reality: In a large lecture
hall of this institute, with a view to the Kremlin out of the window, was
gathered a conference of scholars and students centering upon ideas that
were diametrically opposed to the basic positions advocated here before.
Speaker after speaker acknowledged Emanuel Swedenborg who had ad-
vocated the primacy of the spirit in the entire creation, especially in all life
here and beyond. The great leading idea was “Swedenborg and the Rus-
sian Tradition”; and many details contributed to a great picture that
proved how long and profoundly many leading Russian minds had ac-
knowledged the message from the Nordic seer that showed an infinite
realm of meaning for human life. Finally these truths could come out into
public light. For generations suppressed and obscured, this information
could finally become apparent to a greater interested public. How many
minds were now open to hear and take in what was absolutely forbidden
not very long ago! The openness and supportive readiness of the partici-
pants and hearers was unforgettable.

I hear now that Russia is at present the one country where more
Swedenborg books are sold than in any other area of the world!.

All the events in Moscow gained a special importance for me, and I
recalled a great many experiences of the past which gave me a unique
background to understand the developments in a greater perspective. In
my past activities, I had acquired a thorough acquaintance with the theory
and practice of the dominant ideology of the East Block, the “Dialectical
Materialism.”3 These ideas had to be included in a survey of the Marxist
view of society, contrasted with other teachings, in my courses in intro-
ductory sociology at Urbana University, Ohio, where I had been professor
of behavioral science in the late sixties and early seventies.

These theories were illustrated by many observations that I could not
help flashing through my mind. From 1955 to 1968, I had been the only
Swedenborgian minister making numerous visits beyond the Iron Curtain
to secret and faithful groups in East Germany, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria

3 Ibid. vol. 2, p. 389 “Dialectical Materialism. Marxism-Ieninism is the name given to the
form of Marxist theory that is accepted and taught by the Russian and Chinese Communist
parties, and the Communist parties associated with them. (It)…is both a view of the world as
a whole and of human society and its development.”
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and Yugoslavia from my basis first in Berlin, then in Vienna, Austria.
Several times, I had smuggled stacks of Swedenborg books to the East,
where all such printed material was censored and confiscated. This was
not without a measure of risk, and I had even been once arrested and
sharply interrogated in trying to leave Czechoslovakia in 1967 after a visit
there. Although I managed to reach the West shortly after, it was no longer
safe for me to cross the borders, so my visits in those countries had to come
to an end at that time. In many areas behind the Iron Curtain I had
personally observed the power of a complex of ideas that permeated all
areas of life, all places of learning, all law and government, of a pseudo-
religion that finally had undermined its own basis of morality. It dawned
on me that this had finally led to the opposite of what it had promised in
every respect.

With a deep admiration, I had gained respect of all individuals in the
Eastern countries who secretly conserved faith to a spiritual orientation
and who tried to obtain access to spiritual truth that they saw shining from
the West.

A typical illustration of these attitudes is my memory of visiting a Mr.
Adamek in Prague, Czechoslovakia. He showed me a secret place behind
the wallpaper in his little apartment, where he hid his greatest treasure: a
set of Swedenborg’s writings. These he had obtained after long efforts and
schemes in a strange way. Officially there was no way to get them through
the Communist controls and censors. But he was aware that foreign
embassies were allowed a special privilege of sending material in sealed
pouches as diplomatic mail. Mr. Adamek then studied English and en-
rolled as a servant at the embassy of the United Arabian Republic (at that
time uniting Egypt and Syria). After some time, he slowly gained their
confidence, eventually becoming acquainted with the ambassador him-
self, a convinced Mohammedan. Occasional discussions circled increas-
ingly around theology, and the ambassador became fascinated by a
Christian teaching that emphasized the oneness of God, different from
mainstream Tripersonalism. Finally Mr. Adamek took all his courage
together and asked the ambassador a great favor: to order a set of Sweden-
borg from London as protected documents. After a long while, the prom-
ised packages finally arrived at the embassy, labeled as confidential
diplomatic items, and everybody else was sent out from the office of the
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ambassador. Only Mr. Adamek was solemnly called in to open the par-
cels, and was overwhelmed upon discovering that there was not one set of
Swedenborg that had arrived, but two: the ambassador had not only
ordered one for his acquaintance, but also one for himself as well.

It is hard to explain in the West how intense and widespread a long
suppressed hunger for contacts with other orientations has been and still
is. As a typical example I will never forget the talk of a doctoral candidate
from the Moscow University who had escaped to the West a number of
years ago. He had finished his dissertation and when his professor read it,
he was told: this is an excellent piece of work, but it cannot be accepted.
When he asked why, he was told that he had quoted too many Western
sources that had been made accessible to him for his study under excep-
tional circumstances. For all people under normal conditions, any Western
publications were prohibited, and all contacts with the West were con-
trolled and regarded with extreme suspicion, and he had been too eager to
look through a crack of a window that for him had opened to another
world. How a similar interest in new information unfolds today, I had a
chance to observe at the Moscow conference, and it was also fascinating to
learn about the Russian mentality through observations on our own.

Guided by Dr. Maliavin, the coordinator of the conference, an out-
standing scholar and professor at the Institute of Philosophy, we visited
the famous St. Basil Cathedral on the Red Square, a building with its
colorful winding spires that has become the landmark and symbol of
Moscow. An incredible creativity is expressed in these towers, no one like
another, arranged in an asymmetrical order. There is no central room; it is
an assembly of independent chapels that gave our guide an opportunity to
explain more about the Russian character. This building is a monument to
a simple beggar saint who had dared to confront the tsar Ivan the Terrible,
somehow indicating a superiority of the spiritual realm over the secular
power. The independence of the various chapels, some in a state of disre-
pair like the whole building, pointed to the individual and collective
search for salvation so prominent in Russian history and psychology. The
promise of Bolshevism that had attracted the trust of the people, had been
to produce a better world consisting of a classless society with freedom of
want for everybody. It was assumed in the doctrine that the state would be
“withering away.” But the contrary of this had taken place, and every-
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thing had led to tragic disappointments everywhere. Yet underneath had
remained an openness for a greater mission and future, worthy of great
sacrifices, a spiritual ideal for this nation. Was there really now coming a
wider opening for a spiritual truth of a loving God and a new humanity?

Like very few others, I had personally watched the downfall of Fas-
cism in Italy, the collapse of Nazism in Germany, the fall of the Berlin wall
and now it seemed a crowning experience to observe the collapse of an old
order and the start of something new here at this center of leadership
training in Russia, the Academy of Sciences' Institute of Philosophy. At
this point some poignant questions formed in my mind: Could the present
phenomena belong to some foreshadow of a new age, guided by a Divine
Providence of infinite Wisdom? Are we possibly observing stages of a
gigantic historical development that leads the world towards obtaining a
beautiful great universal perception uniting the former opposites: visions
of the World of Spirit with a scientific worldview of creation? Are science
and religion coming to join hands in new and completely unexpected
ways that were once indicated by the Nordic Prophet? Is a new doctrine of
love and wisdom destined to transform humankind? This seems to be in
line with the predictions of the eminent Russian sociologist P. A. Sorokin,4

whose classes I had enjoyed at Harvard, where he was a professor. Sorokin
had once been condemned to death in Russia for his daring ideas.

The topics presented and the questions asked at this conference be-
trayed a spiritual orientation, an openness to idealism, a reorientation that
seemed almost unbelievable. In the history of the Swedenborgian move-
ment, this event marks a unique and absolutely new phase : proclaiming a
doctrine of primary spiritual reality in an official place. Idealism, an
acknowledgment of spiritual reality, often distorted as subjectivism, had
been condemned in the East for over 70 years. Now it could not be denied
any more that Swedenborg declared the Divine Spirit as the Supreme and

4 Pitirim A. Sorokin, called by some “The Father of American Sociology,” was familiar
with Swedenborg. Reviewing the entire history of mankind in detail, he predicted a new age
with a great change for humanity from a sensate, materialistic orientation to a more spiritually
(“ideational”) epoch after tremendous struggles and upheaval. Among his many publications,
two are of importance here: The Crisis of our Age (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1946). The Ways and
Power of love. Types, Factors and Techniques of Moral Transformation. (Boston: Beacon Press, 1934)
with excellent research on the topic.
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Ultimate Reality, all levels of human spirit being derived from this source.
In this vision, all material reality appears not unreal, but subject to con-
tinual change and more temporally limited, and thus of lesser reality than
the spiritual degrees of being that are eternal. All material things represent
underlying spiritual causes and correspond to them. All ultimate causa-
tion of consciousness and movement has its origin in the spiritual degree.
This is the opposite of philosophical materialism that sees all causes
coming from the material or ultimate degree alone.

It was refreshing to listen and to observe the variety of angles from
which spiritual items can be seen and recognized, as one lecturer after the
other showed at this conference. Creative thought unfolded many aspects
of spiritual energies that had been little explored in the West up to now. To
see the prototype and ideal of human existence in the angelic realm,
uniting male and female constituents, seems to point to an expanded and
beautiful contribution to a philosophy of mankind. This was outlined by a
capable participant of the symposium in a beautiful way. There is a great
task that the world is waiting for: to recognize true humanity only in a
spiritual perspective—and it is possible that there might be a great mission
of the East, to be unfolded in a Divine plan in the future.

Materialism has not come to an end in the world because of its defeat
in the East—there are still strong pockets of it even in the Western realm,
often hiding under the label of “science,” and in many cases oppressive
towards other interpretations.

But the final triumph of Truth is already anticipated in those areas that
turn away with a feeling of horror from the suppressive suffocation of the
past, longing to breathe freedom of thought, as every participant of the
pioneering conference in Moscow has come to experience. 
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It seems that noteworthy events touching on the history of the spread of

knowledge of Swedenborg’s works are becoming regular occurrences these days,

to judge from newsletters and journals of Swedenborg societies and New Church

organizations.

One such event was the official registration of the Russian Swedenborg Soci-

ety at the Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation on 15 February 1995.

The inauguration of the new society was marked by a special event on

Tuesday April 11, 1995, attended by Rev. Göran Appelgren from Sweden, and Rev.

Daniel Goodenough and Mr. Robert Merrell from the United States.

In a memo “On the constitution and program of the Russian Swedenborg

Society” from its President Dr. Vladimir V. Maliavin, we read as follows:

The Russian Swedenborg Society is an independent non-profit organiza-

tion founded in February 1995 with the aim of promoting the study of

Emanuel Swedenborg’s spiritual and scientific heritage and the interest

in the doctrines of the New Church in Russia. Under the law on Volun-

tary Organizations in Russia it has legal status…(registration certificate

4389 issued on February 15 1995 by the Ministry of Justice of the Russian

Federation).

The officers of the society are: President, Dr. Vladimir Maliavin (a Professor at the

Moscow University); Vice-President, Dr. Mikhail Roschin (a Research Associate at

the Russian Academy of Sciences); and Vice-President, Mrs. Tatiana Klepikova,

manager of the Credit Resources bank.

The Society's planned activities include publishing, research and educational

projects. In addition, the Society looks forward to a variety of joint cultural events

with foreign colleagues.

We congratulate the Russian Swedenborg Society not only on its formation,

but for the imaginative plans it has for its future development. We urge interested

readers to direct enquiries to the R.R.S. through its President at ul. Taganscaja,

d.30, kw.12.1, 109004 Moscow, Russia, or to write to the editor of The New Philoso-

phy.

Editor
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